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Overview
Pluribus VirtualWireTM is an integrated physical layer feature set for the Netvisor® ONE Operating
System (OS) that enables native Layer 1 switching capabilities on open networking hardware switches.
VirtualWire transforms a traditional electrical Ethernet connection to emulate a physical wired
connection so that interconnections are mapped between two or more physical ports in single switch,
or across a multi-switch topology. As a result, VirtualWire enables the creation of a virtualized,
software-defined patch panel that allows modern IP switching silicon to create transparent physical
layer connections between devices.
With Pluribus Adaptive Cloud Fabric™, a fabric of virtual wires can be dynamically programmed, saved
and reapplied without any manual intervention on the physical infrastructure. In other words, the
VirtualWire fabric operates as a distributed and software-programmable patch panel. Virtual wires are
implemented using “transparent” Ethernet forwarding between physical ports over a non-blocking
switching architecture. In essence, a virtual wire behaves as a direct cable or fiber connection between
two devices connected across a fabric.
“Transparency” refers to the ability of the VirtualWire switch to forward traffic without processing any
control plane traffic or learning MAC addresses. For example, a VirtualWire is transparent to these types
of packets:
• MPLS, Q-in-Q, VN-TAG, dot1q (all 4K VLANs can be switched on any virtual wire)
• L2 Ethernet control plane traffic such as BPDU, LACP and LLDP protocols and L3 routing control
plane protocols
• Ethernet frame errors (e.g., CRC, runt packets)
Other notable technical characteristics of Pluribus VirtualWire are:
• A VirtualWire can connect any two ports independent of the speed and media type (e.g., copper to
fiber, 1 GbE to 100 GbE…)
• Ability to create one-to-many VirtualWires: one ingress port and as many egress ports as available
on the switch
• Ability to load-balance ingress traffic to multiple egress ports
• Ability to create sophisticated filtering policies to select the classes of traffic to forward to one or
multiple egress ports
• VLAN-tagging of specific classes of traffic
Pluribus also supports an alternative implementation of VirtualWire technology based on an IP fabric
underlay. This alternative implementation is outside the scope of this document.

Prerequisites
VirtualWire is currently supported on Pluribus Networks switches based on the Trident2, Tomahawk
and Tomahawk+ chipsets from Broadcom. The feature is currently supported in 1G/10G/40G and 100G
switches with various Pluribus Networks-qualified transceivers. To simplify provisioning and automate
end-to-end path creation, the VirtualWire switches need to be part of the same Adaptive Cloud Fabric.
In VirtualWire mode, the fabric control plane runs out-of-band on the management network.
To create a management fabric:
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > fabric-create name
pluribus-fabric control-network mgmt fabric-network mgmt
Fabric pluribus-fabric created
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To check the fabrics available for the switch to join:
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > fabric-show
name
id
vlan fabric-network
network tid fabric-advertisement-network
---------------- ---------------- ---- ------------------ --- ---------------------------vw-test-fabric
b000d78:5cbf5eef 1
mgmt
4
inband-mgmt
dorado09
b000e1a:5b2457f3 1
mgmt
32 inband-mgmt
tmtrflaan-fabric b000f14:5b5ce27f 400 mgmt
764 inband-mgmt

control---------mgmt
mgmt
mgmt

To join an existing fabric:
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > fabric-join name vwtest-fabric
Joined fabric vw-test-fabric. Restarting nvOS...
Please enter username and password:
Username (network-admin):
Password:
Connected to Switch vw-aries-spine-01

To unjoin a switch from a fabric:
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > fabric-unjoin
Warning: fabric-unjoin erases all Fabric scoped objects (vlans,
vnets, etc).
Please confirm y/n (Default: n):y
Fabric unjoined

If an existing switch needs to be used in VirtualWire mode, then any existing configuration needs to be
erased. The command “switch-config-reset” clears any previous configuration.
A VirtualWire license must be installed on the switch. To install a license, use the following command:
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > software-license-install
key <license-key>

Enabling VirtualWire Mode
The switch, in VirtualWire mode, transparently forwards frame errors (crc, runt) and any protocol
control plane traffic and disables learning on all switch ports. In VirtualWire mode, the switch operates
in a completely transparent mode and acts as a virtual patch panel that can be controlled by the
software. The switch can operate either in store-and-forward mode or VirtualWire mode, but cannot
operate in mixed mode.
To enable VirtualWire on the switch, enter the following command:
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > switch-mode-modify
switch-mode virtual-wire

nvOS reboots after changing the switch mode and comes back up in VirtualWire mode.
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To check the mode of the switch, use the command:
“switch-mode-show”
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > switch-mode-show
switch:
vw-aries-spine-01
switch-mode: virtual-wire

Configuring the Ports of a VirtualWire
VirtualWire links are speed- and media type-agnostic, which means any combination of switch ports
and transceivers (from 1 GbE to 100 GbE, from copper to fiber) can terminate a VirtualWire link. When
two ports at different speeds are part of a VirtualWire link, the task of preventing oversubscription of
the lower speed port is left to the user.
To enable/disable port 10, use the command:
“port-config-modify port 10 enable” or “port-config-modify port 10
disable”

To change the port speed of port 25 from 10G to 1G and enable jumbo packets, use the command:
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > port-config-modify port 25
speed 1g jumbo

The same command can be used to configure multiple ports at the same time, given all of them are
being configured to the same speed.
When changing the speed or enabling a “flex” port (40G or 100G), we need to change the speed of the
master port in the group to match the speed of the other port being enabled.
The command “port-config-show port <number>” can be used to check the configuration of a
specific port or group of ports.
The command “port-phy-show port <number>” is used to display the Layer 1 status and
information of the ports.
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01*) > port-phy-show port 49
port state speed eth-mode
---- ----- ------ -------49
down 100000 kr4

The command “port-xcvr-show port <number>” is used to display the transceiver information
of the ports.
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01*)
port vendor-name
part-number
vcc33[V] tx-bias[mA] rx-pwr[dBm]
---- ---------------- ---------------------- ----------- ----------49
FINISAR CORP
FCBG410QB1C20
3.25
0.00
-inf

> port-xcvr-show port 49
serial-number
temp[C]
---------------- ------- WXF0VLV

45.01
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Configuring a VirtualWire Link: Port-Associations
A port-association is created when two ports are part of a VirtualWire link.
A port-association can be bidirectional, which will let the traffic pass bidirectionally between the
connected devices. To configure a bidirectional port-association, use the command:
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > port-association-create
name test-PA master-ports 10 slave-ports 17 virtual-wire bidir

A unidirectional port association, on the other hand, allows traffic to pass from the master port to the
slave port, but not the other way around. To configure a unidirectional port-association, use the
command:
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > port-association-create
name test master-ports 1 slave-ports 20 virtual-wire no-bidir
port-association create name <name> master-ports <port1> slaveports <port2> virtual-wire no-bidir enable

The following command is used to see the port-associations created in the fabric:
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > port-association-show
switch
name
master-ports slave-ports policy
virtual-wire bidir enable
------------------- -------- ------------ ----------- ---------- ------------ ----- -----vw-aries-spine-01
test-PA 10
17
allmasters true
true enable

The user also has the option to create a port-association, disable it if it is not being used and re-enable
it when needed. This gives user the flexibility to configure multiple port-associations and enable or
disable them as needed.
To modify an existing port-association, use the command:
CLI (network-admin@vw-aries-spine-01) > port-association-modify
name test no-enable

When the port-association is disabled, no traffic will be forwarded on the corresponding VirtualWire link.
The port-association modify command can be used to:
•
•
•
•

Enable/disable a port-association
Change the master and slave ports associated with the port-association
Change the policy of the port-association between any-masters/all-masters
Switch the port-association between unidirectional and bidirectional

A Word on CRC Checks Behavior
The switch in VirtualWire mode by default passes through malformed packets, packets with CRC errors
and runt packets, which are counted as “ierrors,” as shown by the port-stats-show command. This
default behavior of VirtualWire needs to be overruled whenever the VirtualWire switch needs to modify
Ethernet frames. One example is when the switch is required to modify the VLAN information of
packets across the VirtualWire in order to allow two DUTs on different VLANs to communicate. In this
scenario the CRC-check needs to be enabled to let the switch perform this packet rewrite operation in
hardware. The example below clarifies this particular use case.
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Figure 1:
VirtualWire topology
with vFlow to convert
VLANs

Host 1, on VLAN 101, can be made to communicate with Host 2, on VLAN 102, by converting the VLAN
tag on port 43 from 101 to 102, and on port 39 from 102 to 101:
CLI network-admin@Leaf1 > vflow-create name vlan_map_101_102 scope
local table L1-Virtual-Wire-1-0 vlan 101 in-port 43 precedence 15
action setvlan action-value 102 action-to-ports-value 39
CLI network-admin@Leaf1 > vflow-create name vlan_map_102_101 scope
local table L1-Virtual-Wire-1-0 vlan 102 in-port 39 precedence 15
action setvlan action-value 101 action-to-ports-value 43

The CRC check must be enabled using the command:
CLI network-admin@Leaf1 > port-config-modify port 39,43 crc-checkenable

Configuring a One-to-Many VirtualWire
Netvisor provides the user with the option to configure multiple master and slave ports when
configuring a port-association in VirtualWire mode. This feature is extremely useful for use cases when
the traffic needs to be replicated to multiple egress ports from a single ingress port or multiple ingress
ports. This option can be used in conjunction with the unidirectional and bidirectional portassociations.
CLI network-admin@Leaf1 > port-association-create name PA_1
master-ports 1 slave-ports 2,3 virtual-wire
CLI network-admin@Leaf1 > port-association-create name PA_2
master-ports 11 slave-ports 12,13 virtual-wire
CLI network-admin@Leaf1 > port-association-create name PA_3
master-ports 21,22 slave-ports 23,24,25 virtual-wire

The parameter “monitor-ports” allows for another port to receive a copy of the traffic flowing through
the VirtualWire link. A monitor port is not part of a VirtualWire link, but it “taps” into the traffic for
monitoring purposes.
CLI network-admin@Leaf1 > CLI> port-association-create name PA_1
master-ports 1 slave-ports 2 monitor-ports 3 virtual-wire
CLI network-admin@Leaf1 > CLI> port-association-create name PA_2
master-ports 2 slave-ports 1 monitor-ports 3 virtual-wire

VirtualWire Link Policies
VirtualWire gives the user the option to configure policy depending on how the user intends to handle
the case of a link going down with one-to-many port-associations. The user can choose between
“any-master” and “all-masters” policies when configuring a port-association. The default policy if none
is specified is “all-masters”.
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CLI (network-admin@sw23) > port-association-create name test-PA
master-ports 11,12,13 slave-ports 20 policy {all-masters|anymasters}

all-masters
This is the default policy when creating a port-association. When the port-association is created with
this policy, all the master port links must be up for the slave port to stay enabled. If any one of the
master ports links goes down, the slave port link automatically goes down, and in turn disables the rest
of the master ports. As a result, in the case of a one-to-many port-association, the event of a link going
down on any one of the master ports will administratively disable the rest of the ports in the VirtualWire.

any-master
This policy is used when the user wants the slave port to stay up when at least one of the associated
master ports is up. Unlike in an all-masters policy, the slave port stays enabled even when one or more
master ports go down, as long as at least one of the master ports stays up. The best example of a use
case where this policy is used is when a single traffic generator port is shared between multiple users
(using vFlows). The traffic generator port (to be configured as a slave port) must stay up if at least one of
the users sharing the traffic generator port stays up.

VirtualWire Options
A VirtualWire link can have various options to specify the “direction” or the presence of a monitoring
port or to enable/disable the VirtualWire link in hardware. These options can be configured when
creating a port-association (port-association-create) or during the modification of an existing portassociation (port-association-modify). We demonstrate the options using the topology in Figure 2.
Figure 2:
VirtualWire switches
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bidir
This is the default directional option when creating port-associations. When set, this option allows
traffic to flow bidirectionally between the associated ports. In Figure 2, if we need traffic to flow
bidirectionally from Device3, we create a port-association between ports 1 and 10 with the bidir option.
CLI (network-admin@switch3) > port-association-create name
link_bi-dir virtual-wire bidir master-ports 1 slave-ports 10

no-bidir
The user can set the port-association to “no-bidir” when the traffic needs to be allowed only one way.
When set, this option allows the traffic to flow from the master port(s) to the slave port only. All the
traffic from the slave port destined toward the master port(s) is blocked.
From Figure 2, the traffic coming into port 10 of switch1 needs to be from Device2, but the ingress traffic
of port 10 needs to be redirected toward Device1. In this case, we need to create two unidirectional
port-associations on switch1.
CLI (network-admin@switch1) > port-association-create name
link_uni-dir-1 virtual-wire no-bidir master-ports 5 slave-ports 10
CLI (network-admin@switch1) > port-association-create name
link_uni-dir-2 virtual-wire no-bidir master-ports 10 slave-ports
1

monitor-ports
VirtualWire allows the user to configure monitor ports on a port-association, which would copy the
traffic destined to the slave port from the master port(s) toward the monitor port. The traffic from the
monitor port is not sent to the master port(s) or the slave port. The advantage of having a monitor port
compared to a unidirectional port-association is that the link state of the monitor port does not affect
the master or slave ports. If the monitor port goes down, the traffic between the master port(s) and slave
port continues uninterrupted. For example, in the topology from Figure 2, we can configure the traffic on
port 41 of switch2 to be copied to the Log Server connected to port 27 while creating a bidirectional
port-association between ports 41 and 45 using the command:
CLI (network-admin@switch2) > port-association-create name testmonitor-port virtual-wire bidir master-ports 41 slave-ports 45
monitor-ports 27

enable/no-enable
A user can create a port-association and disable it in hardware during its creation if they intend to use
the VirtualWire at a later date. This option lets the user create multiple port-associations that can be
used at various times and just enable the ones that are needed at a specific time. This saves time by
removing the necessity to delete and recreate the same port-associations.
For example, the port-association created in the section above (monitor-ports) can be disabled using
the command:
CLI (network-admin@switch2) > port-association-create name testmonitor-port no-enable
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VirtualWire with the Adaptive Cloud Fabric
Multiple VirtualWire switches can be interconnected to and federated with the Adaptive Cloud Fabric to
form a VirtualWire fabric acting as a distributed and automated “patch panel.” A VirtualWire fabric
allows the user to provision a VirtualWire link between any two ports across the distributed fabric with
a single command. A VirtualWire path across the fabric is automatically built by specifying only the two
end ports of the VirtualWire link.
Also thanks to Adaptive Cloud Fabric, the entire fabric can be configured and managed (including
software upgrades) as a single logical VirtualWire switch, without the need for any external controller.
A popular topology configuration for a VirtualWire fabric is a leaf-spine architecture, as represented in
the picture below.
Figure 3:
VirtualWire fabric
with leaf-spine
topology

Automatic Path Creation Using VirtualWire Fabric
The Adaptive Cloud Fabric enables the VirtualWire switches to create automatic VirtualWire links
between any two ports of the fabric. The user just has to specify the two ports that need to be
connected across the fabric, and the Adaptive Cloud Fabric discovers and creates an end-to-end
VirtualWire link across the physical topology of the fabric.
There are two steps to automatically provision a fabric-wide VirtualWire link:
1. First, the user creates a “topology,” which is a collection of a subset of the physical links across
the fabric. A fabric can be segmented into multiple topologies or a single topology. Two
commands are required to add the physical links of the fabric to the topology: “topologycreate” and “topology-link-add”. Configuring a topology is a one-time event.
2. Second, the user provisions a VirtualWire path between the two end points with the command:
“port-association-path-create”. The Adaptive Cloud Fabric will automatically compute
the end-to-end path across all the available links that are part of the topology.
Each configuration step is reviewed in detail in the next few sections.
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Creating a Topology
The VirtualWire fabric gives users the capability to segment the same fabric into multiple independent
and isolated topologies. The same switch can be part of multiple topologies, with different ports part of
different topologies. A single port can be part of only one topology at any point in time.
Figure 4:
VirtualWire Fabric
with multiple
topologies for
automatic path
creation

To create a topology:
CLI (network-admin@sw25) > topology-create name Topology1

To see all the topologies created in the fabric:
CLI (network-admin@sw25) > topology-show
name
--------Topology1
Topology2

Adding Links to a Topology
After creating a topology, the user needs to add the physical links of the VirtualWire fabric. The topology
links need to be configured only once.
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Figure 5:
VirtualWire fabric with
two topologies

As shown in Figure 5, we have four switches in a leaf-spine configuration. Spine1 will be configured to
be on Topology1 and Spine2 on Topology2. The leaf switches share their ports with both topologies. As
an example, let’s configure Topology1 across the testbed.
On leaf1:
CLI (network-admin@leaf1) > topology-link-add name Topology1 node1
leaf1 node1-port 10 node2 spine1 node2-port 20
CLI (network-admin@sw21*) > topology-link-add name Topology1 node1
spine1 node1-port 24 node2 leaf2 node2-port 20

The topology links of any switch can be configured from any other switch in the fabric.
To check the existing topology link configurations:
CLI (network-admin@sw21*) > topology-link-show
name
node1 node1-port node2 node2-port in-use in-path enable
--------- ----- ---------- ----- ---------- ------ ------- -----Topology1 sw19 24
sw22 20
no
yes
Topology1 sw21 10
sw19 20
no
yes

The topology links that are not being used or maintained can be disabled using the “topologylink-modify” command.
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Creating a Path Between Two End Points
After configuring the topology, the user just needs to specify the two ports to be connected across the
VirtualWire fabric, and a path will be automatically created between the two ports:
CLI (network-admin@sw21*) > port-association-path-create name
leaf1_port1-leaf2_port1 topology Topology1 node1 sw21 node2 sw22
node1-port 1 node2-port 1
Created path: leaf1(1) <-> leaf1(10) <-> spine1(20) <-> spine1(24)
<-> leaf2(20) <-> leaf2(1)

The automatic path creation fails when all the existing topology links are used or no free paths are
available.
The “topology-link-show” command displays the links that are being used and the path they are being
used in.
CLI (network-admin@sw21*) > topology-link-show
name
node1 node1-port node2 node2-port in-use
enable
--------- ----- ---------- ----- ---------- -----Topology1 sw19 24
sw22 20
yes
leaf2_port1 yes
Topology1 sw21 10
sw19 20
yes
leaf2_port1 yes

in-path
------------leaf1_port1leaf1_port1-

Traffic Filtering Using vFlows with VirtualWire
A switch in VirtualWire is also capable of filtering traffic at wire speed. This feature can be used in
situations when multiple streams of traffic come into a single port and each flow needs to be
redirected to different egress ports. vFlow is the object used by Netvisor to define the flows and
associated redirection operation. A vFlow classifies traffic based on tuples like ingress port,
source-mac, destination-mac, source-ip, destination-ip, vlan, egress-port, ether-type, protocol, etc.
All the vFlows created in VirtualWire mode must be configured under the “L1-Virtual-Wire-1-0” table.
Figure 6:
VirtualWire with vFlows
for traffic filtering
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In the picture above, a VirtualWire switch is used to share a traffic generator across two DUTs. In the
above topology, two traffic flows come in from the traffic generator toward the VirtualWire switch on
port 3 on two different subnets. The VirtualWire switch can be used to filter the incoming streams based
on the source IP addresses and redirect them toward the required destination. The configuration on
vw-switch for traffic filtering:
1. Configure a multi-port association on vw-switch with any-master policy:
CLI (network-admin@vw-switch) > port-association-create name
filer-traffic master-ports 20,49 slave-ports 3 virtual-wire
bidir policy any-master

2. Create two vFlows on the VirtualWire switch to filter traffic based on source-ip:
CLI (network-admin@vw-switch) > vflow-create name filterstream1 scope local src-ip 10.0.100.250 in-port 3 action toport action-to-ports-value 20 table L1-Virtual-Wire-1-0
precedence 15
CLI (network-admin@vw-switch) > vflow-create name filterstream2 scope local src-ip 10.0.200.250 in-port 3 action toport action-to-ports-value 49 table L1-Virtual-Wire-1-0
precedence 15

Load-balancing in VirtualWire Mode
A VirtualWire switch can also load-balance ingress traffic to multiple egress ports. This can be useful, as
an example, when the traffic from a single 10 GbE link needs to be monitored by multiple 1 GbE traffic
monitoring tools.
To configure load-balancing, use the following steps:
1. First, configure a trunk on the desired ports. For example, configure ports 15 and 16 as a trunk:
CLI (network-admin@vw-switch) > trunk-create name lb_trunk
ports 15,16
Created trunk lb_trunk, id 128

2. Create the port association on the switch:
CLI network-admin@Leaf1 > port-association-create name pa1
master-ports 1 slave-ports 128 virtual-wire bidir

Summary
The VirtualWire solution leverages the power of next-generation SDN technology to transform how
physical layer connectivity networks are built and operated. By leveraging the flexibility and exceptional
value of open networking switches, organizations are able to build highly scalable and dynamic
environments that enable them to cable once and automate operations. The result is a data center-class
fabric that delivers high-performance Layer 1 interconnection to build test lab environments that are
exact replications of a production environment. The distributed architecture simplifies deployments
within a single location and enables interconnection across geographically distributed locations to
support very large-scale operations. Automation dramatically simplifies operations, improves equipment
utilization and reduces provisioning time, enabling rapid topology changes without touching a cable.
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